Use of RGS-insensitive Galpha subunits to study endogenous RGS protein action on G-protein modulation of N-type calcium channels in sympathetic neurons.
Regulators of G-protein signaling (RGS) proteins are a large family of signaling proteins that control both the magnitude and temporal characteristics of heterotrimeric G-protein-mediated signaling. A current challenge is to define how endogenous RGS protein function impacts G-protein modulation of ionic channels in mammalian neurons. The experimental strategy described here utilizes distinct mutations in Galpha subunits that confer Bordetella pertussis toxin (PTX) and RGS protein insensitivity. The native signaling pathway in rat sympathetic neurons that mediates voltage-dependent modulation of N-type Ca2+ channels is ablated by PTX treatment and the signaling is reconstituted by expressing a PTX/RGS-insensitive Galpha mutant along with Gbeta and Ggamma subunits. As neurons are resistant to conventional transfection modalities, heterologous expression is accomplished by the direct microinjection of plasmids into the nucleus of the neuron. An advantage of this approach is that knowledge of the specific RGS subtypes participating in the pathway is not required. From the resulting alterations in the kinetics and pharmacology of G-protein-coupled receptor modulation of N-type Ca2+ channels, we can infer the role endogenous RGS proteins play in the signaling pathway.